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Working up the courage
Neither Austria’s 25th anniversary as an EU
member nor Ludwig van Beethoven’s 250th
anniversary were celebrated as solemnly as
originally intended, thanks to the overwhelming coronavirus. The world-famous Salzburg Festival, though, was followed through
with utmost precaution this August and the
Vienna State Opera lifted its curtains to
Madama Butterfly after a six months' break.
Courage with a fair amount of prudence
seems to be name of the game these days.
Our own developments in Group Investor
Services blend into this new reality. This
publication presents our newly built Global
Investor Gate (GIG), an electronic platform
that combines fantastic new user applications and highly valuable content. In his
interview with GIS Press, Hari Kreuzmair,
Head of GIS at RBI, underlines the importance of having market intelligence in-house
and being able to adjust the services in a
constant exchange with clients.
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Moreover, we asked the Managing Directors of CCP.A, the Austrian central counterparty, Wolfgang Aubrunner and Kalina
Jarova-Müller, about their own new platform. They just implemented a new clearing
system developed by CC&G of Italy, bringing the Austrian market in line with T2S
standards.
I am very happy to see how all these ambitious projects are being carried out without
hesitation or delays. It has been great to be
offering our clients so many well-engineered
solutions in a time when everyone was looking for orientation. And everything worked!
Come and see it for yourself – your GIS
Relationship Manager will be happy to
guide you through our GIG.
Kind regards,
Bettina Janoschek
Head of Global Investor Services Sales,
RM & Market Intelligence
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AT A GLANCE

AUSTRIA
Whatever it takes
In an effort to fight the coronavirus’ adverse impact on the economy more or less at
all cost, the Austrian government implemented far-reaching subsidies, guarantees
and incentives. Economists already see a
silver lining on the horizon.
Unsurprisingly, the coronavirus lockdown
left its mark on the economy in the second
quarter of 2020. However, the economy
has been growing since its low in April and
the predictions are mildly positive. WIFO,
the Austrian Institute of Economic Research,
already improved its earlier grim GDP forecast to a minus of “only” 6.8%.
The Austrian government threw its former
budget discipline overboard and has since
been distributing vast amounts of money in
various forms among all different groups
of businesses and individuals. The official
coronavirus package, stocked up over the
months, amounted to some EUR 50 bn as
of August. One important measure has
been the Kurzarbeit program (short-term
working based on public salary subsidies),
widely applied by corporates of all sectors. Moreover, considerable incentives
for companies investing into digitization,
environmental protection and health have
been introduced. With the aim to give an
additional boost to the economy, a number
of tax incentives and one-off payments for
lower income workers and families, a package worth another EUR 2.7 bn materialized in September.
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An Austrian phenomenon is its unusual
inflation development amidst a crisis. As
a matter of fact, Austria has the highest
inflation within the EU, with 1.8% in July
(vs. 1.1% a year before). Food prices went
up by 4%, which may have to do with disrupted supply chains. Also, dining out and
hotel fees have become markedly more expensive, despite a lowered VAT for the hospitality sector. As intended by the government, the tax relief is not being passed on
to the customers but remains with the businesses to strengthen them.
Tourism in troubled waters
While some hotels in Austria’s countryside,
mainly those by lakes, were experiencing
the time of their life this summer, welcoming
new domestic visitors who decided not
to go abroad, others are badly suffering
from the absence of tourists and business
travelers. Austrian Airlines, the Lufthansaowned carrier, ran into trouble as well and
received a massive rescue package from
the Austrian taxpayer. As opposed to its
German parent company, it was not forced
to welcome the state as a new shareholder.
At the moment, the framework for the
all-important winter season is being
shaped. With the experience of partying
ski tourists exposed to contagion in mind,
all potential risks need to be ruled out in
advance.

Low valuations on the stock market
In contrast to the worldwide bull markets,
the Austrian ATX index has remained below
its potential since the crisis hit in March.
One explanation may be its composition,
dominated by banks, energy providers and
real estate, which are not exactly the winners of the Covid-19 era. But from a fundamental point of view, the low valuations
in relation to the listed companies’ equity
positions speak against this theory.
As a matter of fact, the Austrian banking
sector is not only playing a vital role in
the distribution of coronavirus-related state
subsidies, it is also prepared for potential
insolvencies in the corporate sector.
Curiously, the number of bankruptcies has
sharply declined since the breakout of the
Covid-19 pandemic. Just like in Germany,
there are animated discussions about the
virtue of keeping even moribund companies alive and potentially distorting the
market with public money.
Another important debate is scrutinizing
the question who will be going to pay for
all such generosity. Austria’s excellent ratings on the financial markets will certainly
be of advantage.
Martin Hirtl
Deputy Head of GIS Sales and
Relationship Management
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Like clockwork
With their contingency plan ready, the Austrian CCP, a joint subsidiary of Oesterreichische Kontrollbank (OeKB) and the
Vienna Stock Exchange, switched to home-office, performed a stress test and implemented a new settlement system. GIS Press
wanted to know from its Managing Directors, Kalina Jarova-Müller and Wolfgang Aubrunner, how everything worked out.

Ms. Jarova-Müller, how did you experience
the lockdown period earlier this year?
We immediately activated our pandemic
crisis plan for the CCP Austria, which we
have had in the drawer. All well-known
measures like home office and a ban on
business trips were put in place, meetings
were transformed into conference calls and
a daily team call was implemented.
The more exciting aspect was that exactly
at that time the participant testing for our
new clearing system started. But everything
went as planned and to our full satisfaction.
Throughout the peak of the crisis all services of CCP.A continued to be provided
at full scope. Despite the significant increase in number and volume of cleared transactions due to high trading volumes and
price volatility, the clearing was processed
smoothly and without any delays.
In a nutshell, we were able to support the
stability of the Austrian financial market at
all times.
As if a lockdown was not stressful enough
for a systemically relevant organization
like yours, you also performed the important ESMA stress test exactly during this
period. How did it go?
The most important finding first: CCP Austria has successfully passed the ESMA stress
test with a very good result in an international comparison.
We are very proud of that because it was
a tough challenge in times of Covid-19.
While the test run was designed and performed already last year, the assessment of
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the results and the completion took place
in the first half of 2020, when the markets
experienced unprecedented shock waves
and volatility levels.
As you mentioned, CCP Austria adopted
a new clearing system in early summer.
What is new about it?
The new clearing solution was developed
by Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia,
the Italian CCP and member of the London
Stock Exchange Group. Having implemented it end of June, CCP Austria now offers
state-of-the-art clearing processes for all
transactions executed on the Vienna Stock
Exchange.
The new system is fully aligned with the
European T2S market standards for the
settlement of securities transactions, including handling of corporate actions and
settlement fails. In addition, the new system
supports the implementation of new regulatory requirements in connection with the

CSD regulation and the settlement discipline
regulation.
What made you pick CC&G, the Central
Counterparty of Borsa Italiana?
CCP Austria had been using the NewClear system from LSEG since 2013 in the
run-up to EMIR certification in 2014. The
co-operation with LSEG was a very favorable one, but in the end, LSEG did not
have clearing as a main focus of its business strategy. It was therefore obvious that
we should aim for another solution in the
medium term, and with CC&G belonging
to LSEG and an experienced CCP that we
have known well for years, we decided to
opt for them.
Mr. Aubrunner, how will market users benefit from the new clearing system?
Having achieved harmonization with T2S
market standards, it improves the operational processes and daily clearing procedures for all market participants. The proven
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risk management functionality has become
an integral part of the new clearing system.
The implementation of the system underlines our sustained commitment to providing safe and efficient clearing and risk
management services for the Austrian capital market.
In which way can the marketplaces of Vienna and Prague profit from the interconnections of their infrastructure providers?
Both the Prague Stock Exchange and the
CSD Prague have been owned by the Vienna Stock Exchange for years. On the exchange side, Vienna Stock Exchange provides the trading system to them, making it
obvious to consider a closer cooperation
also on the clearing side.
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The Prague Stock Exchange would benefit
significantly from having CCP Austria as a
clearing house with its multi-market clearing system, as this would be a prerequisite
for the participation of large international
customers.
What are the hot topics you are dealing
with at the moment?
The developments in the clearing industry
are unstoppable. We are challenged by
high regulatory standards and by the professional requirements of our customers.
The markets are slowly but steadily growing together and so there are constant requests for harmonization and cooperation,
especially with regard to settlement. Cross
CSD settlement is just one of the urgent matters.

Another challenge comes from the cost
side. Clearing charges have risen significantly in the recent years, mainly due to
regulatory requirements such as minimum
capital requirements, strict policies, and
corporate structures. However, we aim at
reducing clearing costs, which can be quite difficult in small markets like Austria.
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How to cope with a nightmare
coming true
Harald Kreuzmair, Head of Global Investor Services, remembers the climax of the pandemic crisis on the capital markets with
both discomfort and satisfaction. His main learning: GIS can stand any test.

Harald, looking at the lockdown in spring
with hindsight: how did the GIS clients fare
through the turmoil?
Well, at the beginning our clients were
extremely nervous about our Bank’s safety, which is only natural. They kept asking
how we were doing, and some even requested a daily confirmation that we still
existed.

lower valuations as a welcome opportunity
to invest.
Another interesting finding was the remarkable stability of the stock markets’ infrastructure in RBI’s home markets. Different
from the USA or some Asian stock exchanges, we had no single circuit breaker or
market closure, not even at the very peak
of the turbulences.

Our customers were anxious to know everything about RBI’s liquidity situation, potentially looming client insolvencies, credit
moratoria and governmental measures to
mitigate the adverse effects on the economy. These concerns are obvious for institutions that safeguard other people’s assets,
but given our strong underlying capital position and business model, we were quickly
able to dispel them.

Now that the first excitement is over, what
are your major take-aways from the lockdown and its aftermath?
The abrupt lock-down came upon us like
a multiple stress test which we managed
flawlessly. Now we know that GIS can
weather the worst storm.

Today I am proud to say that we at GIS
were performing our services without interruption. Our home office regime worked
extremely well, transactions were settled as
if nothing had happened, and all incoming
phone calls and emails were answered as
usual.
Which sorts of client activity did you observe when the share prices started to tumble?
Any volatility in the market leads to increased turnover on the securities markets.
This was also the case with the pandemicinduced turmoil, which triggered massive
trading in all major asset classes. Volumes
were tripling and quadrupling but, curiously, the balance between sales and buys
was quite even. Apparently, many took the
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But not only our people, also our systems
kept up with the sudden frenzy, showing
that all our automation efforts were effective and to the point. In fact, everything
turned out how we had imagined it to be,
although this situation outdid our wildest
dreams!
Moreover, I was relieved to notice that
other players of the post-trading sphere
such as stock exchanges, CSDs and our
peers kept going and there were no visible
failures along the entire cycle.
In which way has the GIS business redefined itself under the influence of the farreaching Covid-19 measures?
Transaction volumes retreated to normal
levels, also due to the traditional summer
tranquillity, and our colleagues in settlement do no longer have to work late hours.

However, it is for sure that our internal processes have become – and will remain –
more efficient.
In terms of new business opportunities,
we are registering revived activity among
smaller, regional banks. Global players
are still hesitant, which, I guess, is due to
sober risk considerations and will hopefully
change again once the situation becomes
more stable.
On that note, I would like to point out that
our new direct connectivity to the Russian
NSD has met high interest. Clients appreciate this practical way to access the Russian market from a AAA-rated country, a
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factor that is gaining relevance in times of
geopolitical uncertainty. Anyway, with its
size, opportunities, diversity and risk profile, Russia is always worth a conversation!

Please tell us something about the blessings
of the digital signature, an EU-wide tool
that RBI has already incorporated into its
systems.
The GIS home offices fully functioned from
day one, and very soon we learned to love
the digital signature. Physical signatures
can be fully replaced by this fantastic tool,
which, admittedly, is not so new but was
hardly deployed among business partners
until recently.
From a bank’s perspective, the digital
signature’s beauty lies in its increased efficiency via a workflow-tool and its archiving and logging functions, which is also
appreciated by the regulators. It works perfectly in Austria and most CEE countries.

RBI’s new Global Investor Gate was in
place at the right moment, it seems.
Very true! The idea was born two years
ago, when we decided to modernize our
product offer by developing a modular
structure. Moreover, we knew it was time
to free ourselves from dated, inflexible legacy systems.
The GIG holds a totally new customer
experience for both external and internal
users. It blends in with other newly developed tools such as automated account opening and KYC, which, among other, allows
for easy client onboardings. This came in
particularly handy during those extraordinary past months.
Our colleagues working on the GIG are
a bunch of extremely skilled and creative
people. Their full commitment, supported
by an agile structure, is the key to our success. Besides that, we have an excellent Artificial Intelligence team, that is working on

intelligent character recognition and natural language processing. Last not least we
have teamed up with a Polish company to
develop the RBI Coin based on distributed
ledger technology.
How has the coronavirus affected interaction within the teams and with clients?
Virtual meetings work surprisingly well. We
also use them in client conversations and
even for due diligence processes. In doing
so, we benefit from the fact that our business community is made of a small group
of people, and we know and trust each
other. In the long run, however, for exactly
this reason a home office-only concept is
not going to work out. People move, responsibilities change, and you have to keep
up with everything that is going on in your
market.
Andrew Barman and his team did an amazing job in holding The Network Forum
in the cyberspace. I was impressed with
the concept and all the original ideas and
creative hooks. Still, I missed the informal
meetings in the hallways. Sitting in front of
your screen, you just don’t bump into anybody by coincidence…
That said, I hope that we will soon be populating our offices again, face-to-face with
colleagues and clients, giving each other
support and confidence.
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The Global Investor Gate
Raiffeisen Bank International developed a
brand new online user interface for all products of Global Investor Services. GIS Press
wanted to find out more about this new
feature from Carolin Willburger, Product
Owner of the Global Investor Gate (GIG),
and Anita Fröch, Business Analyst.
Please introduce us to the Global Investor
Gate. What makes it so special?
Carolin Willburger: Our aim is to create
value for all GIS customers. We have been
offering superior products within Global
Investors Services, meaning Custody, Securities Brokerage and Fund Administration.
Until recently there was no unified online
platform for our services, and this is where
our team steps in. We released a reporting
tool for asset managers a couple of months
ago and are now working on topics related to the Securities Brokerage and Custody business.
By offering a unified user interface for all
Group Investor Services products allowing
automation and flexibility, we are responding to the demands of our clients. Manual
processes will be automated and more of
our services will be available online. The
set-up we work in allows us a maximum
amount of flexibility while working with the
latest technology.
Both of you were previously working in
Product Sales for GIS products. What were
the biggest changes for you personally
when assuming your new role in the GIG
product team?
Carolin Willburger: Needless to say that
technology plays an increasingly important
role in our industry and therefore it is the
perfect opportunity for me to personally
grow and gain hands-on experience in de-
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velopment of an online platform. Coming
from a sales background, both professionally but also educationally, it was and
still is a challenge to learn about legacy
systems, new technologies and above all
to bring these two factors together to create
value for our customers. That being said,
with an open-minded team, understanding
the different backgrounds and mindsets, I
truly enjoy playing an active role in shaping the future with our customers and for
our products.

Anita Fröch: The way of working has changed significantly. We work in an agile setup, which means that we, as the product
owner team, specify what the customer
needs. These wishes are recorded in our
GIG backlog and together with the development team, which consists of IT architects, IT developers, UX/UI designers,
testers and of course an agile coach, implemented.
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The development of such a powerful
tool must have required considerable
resources...
Carolin Willburger: No doubt about that! It
shows the RBI Management Board’s commitment to invest heavily into the digitization of the Group Investor Services product
range. Establishing the Global Investor
Gate as one of four products of the division also underlines that we are not talking
about a project that will be released and
basically remain as it is, but that we are
here to stay and continuously improve our
offering.

Would you like to share your ideas
for our new online platform or be a
first-mover using new features?
Please contact us at
rbi-gig@rbinternational.com
Originally, I was concerned about losing
daily contact to our customers. But since we
are very interested in developing the platform together with our customers, this concern has turned out completely unfounded.
Who will benefit from this new platform?
Carolin Willburger: It is a user-friendly platform which we designed for fund companies, financial institutions and corporates.
Equally, our own in-house specialists will
be able to draw business intelligence from
GIG, which is an enormous advantage in
any field of business development.
Our competitive advantage comes from deploying best engineering and product development practices, bringing together the
USPs of a start-up and an incumbent bank.
How do you make sure you are developing
the best product in the market?
Carolin Willburger: It is crucial for us to
have an offer that is in line with our customers’ demands. Thus, we are in constant
contact with our esteemed users and in-
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volve them in our considerations. I would
like to highlight that we are very grateful
for this feedback, which helps us move forward in the right direction and are looking
forward to being in touch with even more
of our future users in the upcoming weeks.
Anita Fröch: Based on the feedback received from our customers, we have found
some key areas that make our customers'
daily lives easier. We prioritized these during implementation and are now working
through our backlog. We will soon go live
with Fund Info as well as Market Info, where clients can download various information about a certain market including details
about account opening, settlement or corporate events.
The next planned implementations are,
for example, an SSI finder or a very good
overview of securities accounts and holdings. We will keep our readers updated
on our further developments in one of the
next GIS Press editions.
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Still facing east
Austrian banking saw its most glamorous
ages during the late period of the Habsburg-Empire. Many decades later, Vienna
has regained importance as a banking hotspot for Central and Eastern Europe, with
Raiffeisen spearheading the development.
Strolling through Vienna’s city centre, one
comes across former bank and insurance
headquarters at nearly at every corner.
Mostly turned into commercial buildings
or hotels, these elegant buildings are silent
witnesses of a fascinating past that held
everything from boom to bust.
The gilded age of the Austrian financial industry was the era of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, when Vienna was a global center
in terms of business, diplomacy, and culture. The imperial house and the surrounding aristocracy, constantly in need for
financing, spurred the development of a
prosperous banking sector. When the speculative bubble of the lavish Gründerzeit,
an epic building boom that generated lots
of dodgy “investment opportunities”, burst
on the Vienna Stock Exchange in 1873,
Austrian banks found themselves in the eye
of the storm.
The roots of the Austrian banking system
date back to the 18th century. Wiener
Stadtbank (Vienna City Bank) was the first
to issue banknotes. Following the State
bankruptcy of 1811 in the aftermath of the
Napoleonic Wars, the Privilegierte Oes-
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terreichische National-Bank was founded.
Although privately owned, its purpose was
to manage the state debt.
The sector started to diversify in the 19th
century, catering to the different needs and
geographical locations of the clients. At
that time, private banks as well as savings
banks emerged.Erste österreichische SparCasse was founded in 1819, Österreichische Credit-Anstalt für Handel und Gewerbe (later Creditanstalt, now UniCredit) in
1855, the K. k. privilegierte Österreichische Länderbank (now UniCredit, too) in
1880, and the K. k. Postsparkassenamt
(now BAWAG PSK, listed on the Vienna
Stock Exchange) followed in 1883.
The Raiffeisen banks, too, came to life towards the end of the 19th century, when
agricultural co-operatives joined forces to
create their own specialized financial institutions.

Shaky early 20th century
When the Allgemeine Österreichische Boden-Credit Anstalt, the bank that had managed the fortunes of the Imperial Family
and the high nobility, went down in 1929,
it caused a deep economic crisis and the
sector shrank markedly.
The multi-level structure that characterizes
the Austrian banking sector was shaped
in the years between the two World Wars.
Among the newly founded controlling institutes was the Girozentrale der österreichischen Genossenschaften, which eventually
became Raiffeisen Zentralbank (now Raiffeisen Bank International).
During the Nazi regime, however, the
largest banks were put under control of
either Deutsche Bank or Dresdner Bank
and had no balance sheets or any other
sort of publicity for a whole decade. Many
of the banking dynasties were Jewish and
fell victim to the regime.
The Rothschild legacy
One of the most prominent European banking dynasties were the Rothschilds originating from Frankfurt, whose Viennese
line was founded by Salomon Mayer Rothschild (1774-1855). Bankhaus Rothschild,
established in 1821, went through highs
and lows, mergers and rebrandings. The
Rothschilds were deprived from their assets
by the Nazi administration, who called the
bank Creditanstalt-Bankverein.
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position as a retail bank in selected countries of Central and Eastern Europe. Italian
UniCredit runs the former CEE network of
Bank Austria Creditanstalt. Addiko, operating the network of former Hypo-Alpe-Adria
bank, and Sberbank Europe, who took
over the CEE network of former Volksbank
International, also give evidence of Vienna
as a specialized banking place.
Tiny bank’s massive crack-up
The news of the summer was the spectacular collapse of one of Austria’s smallest
banks. Commerzialbank Mattersburg was
closed by the supervising authorities, customers lost serious amounts of money and
an affiliated first-league football club went
bust.
As a reverence to the family a square in a
newly built-up area in central Vienna was
named Rothschild-Platz, which visitors of
UniCredit Bank Austria’s new headquarters, which are located there, might have
noticed.
Back on the scene in CEE
After a period of invisibility, Austrian banks
resurfaced on the international maps with
their courageous expansion to Central and
Eastern Europe after the fall of the Iron
Curtain. Raiffeisen appeared as the first
foreign bank in many countries of a region
with so many historic ties and acquired an
excellent reputation.
Other Austrian banks have sustainably established themselves in the region as well.
Erste Bank Group has developed a solid
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Most importantly, the Austrian banking
industry as a whole was not affected nor
was its reputation hampered at any point.
The national deposit safefguarding scheme
stepped in fast, underpinning the sector's
stability.
Yvonne Hofer-Jonkov
GIS Sales & Relationship Manager

THE DOLLAR AND ITS
TYROLEAN ROOTS
The rich silver resources around the
Tyrolean town of Schwaz were not
only a source of the affluence of the
Fugger family, they also inspired
Duke Sigismund (also dubbed “Der
Münzreiche”) to mint a silver coin
worth half a golden guilder. Soon
after, a coin double its size called
Guldiner was launched by the mint
in Hall in Tirol.
The name Taler for this coin, however, is some 100 years younger
and refers to Joachimsthal (today
Jachymov in Czechia), where it
continued to be produced. Over
time, the name of the Joachimsthaler
Gulden condensed down to Thaler/
Taler, which eventually became the
denomination of any silver coin of
that size. It made it into a currency
in many countries (dollar in USA,
CDN, SGP, tolar in Slovenia, talar
in ancient Poland, daalder in the
ancient Netherlands etc.).
And the success story of Austrian
silver minting goes on: The MariaTheresien-Taler, produced
since 1753 up until today,
featuring a portrait of
Empress Maria Theresia,
is the most frequent collectors’ coin in the world.
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Anna Lewczuk

Sales & Relationship Manager, GIS Poland

POLAND

Retail investors discovering the capital markets
In light of the unprecedented circumstances during the recent
months, their effect on the capital market is worth a closer look.
The Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) and the Polish Financial
Supervision Authority, KNF, released a number of statistics,
confirming many industry experts’ expectations.
One major finding was that the involvement of individual investors in the capital market in Poland has significantly risen. The
WSE statistics show that during the first half of this year, their
share in equity market reached a record high of 22%, in comparison to the same period
last year, where it stood at 13%.
A large increase in volumes was also recorded on NewConnect, the market where smaller and often innovative and technological companies are listed, very popular among
individual investors, too. The average daily trade value went up by nearly 2,500%
year-on-year, to EUR 22.3 mn.
In line with the above figures, the WSE has reported that Polish brokers noted a recordbreaking increase in new retail investment accounts reaching over 73,000 from middle
of February to June of this year. A quarterly report recently published by the Polish
Financial Supervision Authority shows that Polish Brokerage houses generated a net
profit of PLN 396 mn in the first half of 2020, while a year earlier they incurred a net
loss of PLN 9.6 mn.

Our view
The observations from the Polish market seem to be in line with the global trends, as
private individuals often become more active in managing their savings and investment these days.

Evgenia Klimova,

Head of GIS Russia

RUSSIA

Digital financial rights to be introduced in Russia
A new federal law focuses on the concept of digital financial
assets (DFAs), digital currency and establishes their status and
trading procedure. Digital financial assets encompass digital
rights, i.e. monetary claims, the possibility of exercising rights
under securities, participation rights in capital of a non-public
joint stock company, and rights to claim transfer of securities.
A DFA digital currency means a set of e-data that could be
used as a means of payment that is not a monetary unit of the
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Spotlight news
HR: Entering ERM II
Croatia has finally joined the European exchange rate mechanism
ERM II. The central rate of the Croatian kuna was set at 7.53450 HRK
per 1 EUR, which was the ECB's reference rate on 10 July. At the request
of Croatia, the finance ministers of
the euro area member states, the
President of the European Central
Bank, the finance ministers and central bank governors of Denmark and
Croatia have decided, by mutual
agreement, to include the Croatian
currency – kuna – in the ERM II. Croatia has successfully implemented
the measures to which it committed
further strengthening of banking
supervision, development of the
macro-prudential policy framework,
strengthening of the anti-money laundering framework, improving the
collection, production and dissemination of statistics, enhancing public
sector governance and reducing the
administrative and financial burden
on the economy.
Croatia is ready to implement additional measures in reform areas and
expressed its firm intention to adopt
the euro, once the convergence criteria are met.
By joining the ERM II, Croatia has
committed itself to fulfillment of additional reform measures in order to
preserve the necessary economic
and financial stability and achieve
a high degree of economic convergence within the European Union.
This will also strengthen Croatia’s financial stability and its reputation in
terms of economy and finance.
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Russian Federation for any goods/works/services, a monetary unit of a foreign state/
international monetary unit/unit of account and as an investment.
In general, DFAs are considered very risky instruments and are aimed mainly at qualified investors. The DFA law will come into force in the beginning of 2021, with the
exception of certain provisions.

Andrei Mezdrea,

Head of GIS Romania

ROMANIA

Promulgation of the SRD II Transposition Law
The Romanian president has promulgated a new law, modifying
several legislative provisions including the Issuers Law, the Financial Markets Law and the Alternative Investment Fund Manager
Law. Also, this law implements EU Regulation 2017/2402 on securitization standards.
The law, published in July, updates and introduces new principles affecting the following aspects of the financial industry
regulatory frame:
Changes to the Issuers Law:
- Clarifications of the prospectus - related provisions: publication of the documentation, possibility of the securities regulator to annul the prospectus and definition of the sanctions to
be applied for breaches;
- Provisions regarding corporate actions: compensation of the fractions, at a price which
cannot be lower than the highest of the market value and face amount of the redeemed
security; clarification of the distribution of such amounts;
- Provisions regarding the exercise of the shareholders rights and involvement into the issuers’ activity, which will be applied in compliance to EU Implementation Regulation no.
1212/2018, regarding shareholders identification. The issuers or their agents will request
information on the identification of the shareholders from any party of the chain of intermediaries, while the disclosure reports would be transmitted by each intermediary directly to
the issuer or its agent. The law also stipulates that the issuers will be allowed to request the
central securities depositary to collect such information from the intermediaries. Intermediaries are also due to transmit the information published by the issuers to the shareholders
and return to the issuers the instructions received from shareholders, in a standardized
format.
The shareholders can cast votes through the custodians, who are able to deliver instructions
electronically to the issuers; in this case, a special or general power of attorney is no longer
required.
- The institutional investors and the asset managers will have to implement and apply involvement policies and will publish reports over the execution of such policies;
- Issuers will establish remuneration policies, which will be validated by the shareholders
meetings, whenever major changes occur or at least once in four years.
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Clarifications of the activities of the Financial Supervision Authority
To request the issuer/offerors/auditors and management additional information regarding
the information supplied to investors, to order the suspension/prohibition of running of an
offer, to make inspections on the territory of Romania in accordance with the national legislation if it considers that the legislation in force has been breached. At the same time, the
law provides the penalties for the contraventions and administrative measures applicable to
persons breaching the law.
Changes to the Financial Markets Law:
The Central Securities Depositary will provide issuers for whom it provides notary and
registration operations the information allowing to exercise the rights of the shareholders.
Considering this prerogative of the CSD, the issuers will be allowed to delegate the operational functions for the fulfillment of the obligations towards the shareholders to the CSD. The
CSD participants will report to the CSD the positions of their global accounts, at the level
of the shareholder.

Our view
The SRD II principles regarding the disclosure process have been already largely
applied in Romania, as disclosure of ownership is mandatory. Although the provisions
of SRD II describing the disclosure request and response were transposed literally into
the Issuers Law update, they will apply in conjunction to Financial Markets Law no.
126/2018, which will prevail.
Thus, Romanian issuers can organize the disclosure process through the CSD and its
participants, as per the current process which excludes the collection of the shareholders disclosure information directly from the end-intermediary.
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HAVE YOU MET

Increasing the speed
Patrick Heuschober, Business Analyst at Global Investor Gate, provides an insight into his profession.

Where did you start your professional
career?
I joined the Fund Services Team as Student
Support back in 2015. From the beginning
I had the opportunity to see how a large
bank like RBI works. After I graduated from
the Vienna University of Economics and
Business in 2018, I was offered to work fulltime in the Fund Administration Team. During this time, I also supported the Fund
Brokerage Sales Team and was able to
gain knowledge in our product portfolio
and how we interact with our clients.
In January 2019, I joined the Global Investor Gate team as Business Analyst. It has
been great to be part of this team from the
very first day. In the last one and a half
years our team gathered a lot of experience and developed into a major team. I
am very much looking forward to solving
the challenges ahead in cooperation with
the team.

Which challenges ahead do you see for
Global Investor Services?
Technology is developing fast and the rate
of progress increases exponentially. Think
of the way you unlocked your mobile phone just some years ago?
Nowadays you most likely unlock it via facial recognition. An entirely new solution
to meet the need of the user in a more convenient way, in case the user is not wearing big sunglasses…
In terms of our business it will be important
to evaluate the clients' needs without taking the currently implemented technology
for granted. A practical area to increase
the speed in transferring information between our clients and us can be done by
connecting the client’s technical infrastructure with ours via APIs instead of sending/
uploading information.

How do you spend your spare time?
One of my favorite activities is football, either playing it by myself or watching football in the stadium or via TV with friends.
Unfortunately, this hobby was strongly influenced by the coronavirus restrictions during the last months and so I spent more
time with my Vespa, which I am also very
passionate about. Getting some new parts,
fix them and go for a ride perfectly fit to
the limited daily life in spring.
A few weeks ago, I joined the Hands-On
project, which has the objective to help
young people to integrate themselves in
the working environment. Currently my
mentee is looking for an apprenticeship in
the retail industry in Vienna.

What do you like about your job at Raiffeisen Bank International?
In my role as Business Analyst I enjoy being
part of the entire development process of a
new product. The possibility to design a
concept from scratch in cooperation with
the client to fulfil their needs offers me the
opportunity to work in a very creative way.
The steps to be taken together with the
team in order to bring the idea to life provide me a deep insight in the technical
world of software development.
To receive positive feedback from a client
who appreciates to work with the application we developed strongly motivates for
the upcoming features to be delivered.
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